
Family Offices Struggle To Stand Out 
The family office industry is grappling with the issue of differentiation as an increasing 
host of providers offer identical products and services to the ultra-wealthy.  
 
Family offices, therefore, need to focus on value-added offerings, such as lifestyle 
services or customized tax strategies. That was the message from the speakers at the 
opening of the Financial Research Associates' family office conference in New York 
yesterday. These speakers also predict that increasing competition in the industry could 
fuel consolidation.  
 
"What really makes you different are the little things," conference chair Mark Minker, 
managing director of private client and family office services for Mahoney Cohen & Co., 
tells attendees to open the conference. "This is what makes a family work with one firm 
over another."  
 
For some time now, family offices have been outsourcing a whole host of services as a 
way to do the little things right and find the best provider for their clients.  
 
But there are just so many services to offer and just so many outside providers that can 
offer them.  
 
"There are but a handful of really good service providers and everyone is using them," 
says Russ Alan Prince, president of consulting firm Prince & Associates. As a result, 
"everyone is starting to look very much alike."  
 
He and Hannah Grove, director and chief marketing officer of Merrill Lynch Investment 
Managers, conducted a survey of executive directors from three distinct family office 
structures: the single family office, multi-family office and the commercial family office.  
 
A single family office is one in which a single family's wealth is involved; a multi-family 
office is characterized by multiple families with one anchor family that holds the most 
assets; and the commercial family office is one that is set up by a larger institution, like a 
private bank, to deliver services to ultra-wealthy families.  
 
Though all three structures have clients with different levels of wealth and different 
problems, they are all grappling with the same issues of differentiation and competition.  
 
Of 653 family offices surveyed by Grove and Prince, 94.3% predict at least a 30% 
increase in the number of domestic family offices by 2008. There are currently in the 
neighborhood of 4,000 family offices in the U.S.  
 
A similar number of family office respondents — 95.4% — are concerned about 
increased competition and 95.6% see the need to deliver greater value to families.  
 
Prince and Grove outline four categories of services these family offices offer, namely 



money management, administrative services, advanced planning and lifestyle services.  
 
Some family office officials are looking to add products in order to stay ahead of the 
competition. Roughly 40% are looking to add hedge funds-of-funds managed by the 
office and just under 11% are looking to add hedge funds, also managed by the office.  
 
But investments are not necessarily the way to go, says Prince, because "anybody can 
manage money."  
 
Grove specifically points to lifestyle services as the most important differentiator of the 
four categories. Lifestyle services include family educational services, concierge services, 
growing and managing collections, family security services, luxury acquisition services, 
managing residences, airplanes, vessels, and overseeing family healthcare needs.  
 
"This is where one can really establish a relationship with the client," Grove says.  
 
Accordingly, over 40% of executive directors at family offices are looking to add family 
security services and 13.5% are looking to add healthcare concierge services.  
 
Still, the problem of differentiation remains. Those firms that already have these services 
have dipped into the same pool of outside providers, and those family offices that don't 
have any of these services yet will choose similar providers.  
 
But Prince offers some hope. He highlights one area in particular he sees "starting to 
infiltrate the space" that could make a family office stand out from the pack.  
 
"A family office can add real value by taking corporate tax strategies and applying them 
to the very wealthy in a customized way," he says. "This is where we're starting to see 
differentiation in the family office space."  
 
He says this tax service would apply first to the ultra-wealthy as they have the biggest 
pools of assets and would be perfect for multi-national families who have to deal with 
different tax codes in different countries.  
 
But he cautions family offices to proceed cautiously with an offering like this.  
 
"It's very sophisticated and we're confident people are going to blow them up," warns 
Prince.  
 
"That's probably three to five years away," he adds. "And, until it happens, it would be 
the biggest differentiator, unless you can boast phenomenal investment performance."  
 
Beyond adding new products and services, some of these offices are also considering a 
change in their structure in order to compete.  
 
"There's a lot of buzz in the [mergers and acquisitions] market," says Carol Pepper, 



president of Pepper International, a "virtual family office," which uses a "virtual team 
of outside experts" to serve wealthy families. "A lot of people are calling me saying 
they're looking to buy or they're looking for an exit."  
 
One-third or so of the 653 offices Prince and Grove surveyed responded that they have 
considered merging with another office. That percentage decreases as you move up the 
wealth spectrum. Just over 80% of commercial family offices, a little more than half of 
multi-family offices and approximately a third of single family offices have considered 
merging with another office.  
 
Though this percentage is relatively low for single offices, a good deal more of them are 
looking into opening their office up to other families. Of 91 single family offices 
surveyed, 44.6% responded that "they are now considering whether or not it's time to 
become an anchor family," says Grove.  
 
Either way, the industry can expect continued consolidation in the near term, which 
brings with it a new set of challenges.  
 
"The problem with this, as with any acquisition, is whether or not the clients will stay," 
she adds. "It's very profitable for the sellers, but probably not so great for the corporation 
doing the buying." 
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